Let your statistical forecast
bloom with SAP IBP….
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Based on your own sample data sets, our ‘Statistical Greenhouse’ offering allows you to compare the quality
cy
of SAP IBP’s algorithms versus the output of your current platform – whether it be APO DP or non-SAP. A
Unsure as to the benefits of SAP IBP for Demand? Unaware of the latest
SAP IBP machine learning forecast algorithms? Want to see evidence of
product maturity and benefits before embarking on an IBP journey?

measurable and tangible output can then be used as an input to your SAP IBP business case.

The Process

A Case Study

be remote), the next set of sales
actuals are fed in to SAP IBP for the
next statistical forecast cycle to be
After an initial kick-off session whereby
executed. And so on.
the objectives and scope of the
Results can be analysed via SAP IBP
exercise are shared with key business
users, data templates are provided to Dashboards and Excel views.
be populated by the business with key An on-site presentation of our
master and sales history data objects. findings is the last activity prior to our

Don’t just take our word for it! A recent
exercise for a client took all products for
two Brand / Categories (~200 SKUs).

Our ’Statistical Greenhouse’ offering
lasts for an intensive 3-week* period.

management summary being issued.
The Olivehorse team will then setup
our internal SAP IBP system and start to
*
The exact duration and effort needed is to
provide results of the initial SAP IBP
be agreed based on the number of data
statistical forecast run.
After the initial results have been
reviewed by both parties (sessions can

Sales actuals were given for a three year
period, with a statistical forecast then
being generated for each month of the
following year – allowing the client to
compare the IBP statistical output with
their own baseline and sales actuals.

points (3 level Product & 2 level Customer
hierarchy is our base) to be processed, along
with the number of forecast runs executed.

Contact Ian Brister via: +44 7415 353356 or ian.brister@olivehorse.com
for further details

Forecasts were produced at a variety of
levels of the product hierarchy using
multiple different algorithms - including
a machine learning algorithm (Gradient
Boosting). The best fit model was then
used to generate each forecast.
The results showed an average 23% and
33% increase in forecast accuracy
overall by Category – and an impressive
27% and 32% for ‘A’ SKUs in each
Category.

